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ABSTRACT
From June 2020 to June 2021, the website poetryandcovid.com
(now archived aspoetryandcovidarchive.com) served as a platform
for poetic responses by people from around the world to the
COVID-19 pandemic. The site featured 1000+ poems by 600+
poets and received c. 100,000 views by people from 128
countries. The poetry, their author’s testimonials, as well as
“comments” submitted to the organisers and public website,
expressed how people felt during the pandemic. In the project’s
�nal three months, the website hosted a survey adapted from the
Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Well-being Scale (WEMWBS), targeted
at understanding the value of poetry, in general, and the website,
in particular, to mental health and wellbeing. 400 people took
part, 373 completed the WEMWBS, and over 250 participants
provided “�nal comments”. The results show that the writing and
reading of poetry – as well as the website itself– were of
considerable bene�t to mental health and wellbeing.
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Background

Poetry received a signi�cant boost in popularity during the COVID-19 lockdowns. Poli-
ticians, medics, teachers, protesters, all manner of people from around the world and in
various circumstances, turned to poetry as a means of coping with the new reality. For
example, in April 2020,The Wall Street Journalpublished “Poetry for a Pandemic”,
telling us that “in the lugubrious poems of Edna St. Vincent Millay, there are� ashes
of optimism that can comfort and inspire us”.1 US teacher Jessica Sal� a’s poem,
“First Lines of Emails I’ve Received While Quarantining”, went viral on social media
(and was subsequently reprinted in various newspapers such asThe Washington
Post) for its humourous acknowledgement of how lockdown“struggle” instigated capi-
talist opportunism writ large: “As you know, many people are struggling. / Count your
blessings. Share your blessings. / Get Free Curb-side pick up or ship to your house!”2 In
Ireland, amidst the rollout of lockdown regulations, the Taosaich, Leo Varadkar, quoted
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Noble laureate, Seamus Heaney:“If we winter this one out, we can summer any-
where”.3 Rory Carroll, in his subsequent article forThe Guardian,reinforced the Irish
public’s appetite for poetry: “Solace and healing: Ireland turns to poetry to ease lock-
down strain”. A year into the pandemic, on the other side of the globe, theJapan Times
reported that “Japanese o� ce workers”were taking to writing senr� : “short poems in 3
lines with 17 morae (which are like syllables)… instead of describing nature they will
usually focus on the triumphs and tribulations of everyday life”.4

While only anecdotal, these health-oriented claims toinspiration, solace, and triumphs
in the face of adversities indicate that the public imagination was open to the possi-
bility for poetry to serve our health and wellbeing during this time of COVID-19. In
many respects, this wasn’t new news: the value of reading and/or writing poetry (as
well as the wider arts) to health has been documented extensively (especially since
the 1980s), as the nearly 40 volumes ofThe Journal of Poetry Therapytestify.5 If anecdo-
tal evidence is in abundance, however, a literature review reveals a relatively small
number of peer-reviewed articles dedicated to exploring the value of poetry during
the pandemic, with � ve of these appearing inThe Journal of Poetry Therapy,itself.6 In
her article “Reading and rewriting poetry on life to survive the COVID-19 pandemic”,
Daneshwar Sharma self-re� ects on her own practice ofreading,referring to “bibliother-
apy as an auto-psychotherapy to make sense of the shock and confusion I faced as an
individual and as a member of the society under lockdown” (100).7 Additionally, she
describes how herwriting “autobiographical poems [helped her] to understand how
COVID-19 a�ected my personal life and life in general at societal level”(105). In his
article, “Lockdown Poetry, Healing and the COVID-19 Pandemic”, Rachid Acim refers
to his qualitative study of “the lockdown poems that went viral in the virtual world”
during this time, � nding that “poetry has therapeutic e� ects as it can heal like tra-
ditional and modern medicine” (68).8 O� ering a similar � nding, if by a di� erent
method, Judith Blundell & Simon Poole write in their article,“Poetry in a pandemic.
Digital shared reading for wellbeing”, of the bene� ts of the “creative processes involved
in reading and writing… which are most important in improving and maintaining posi-
tive wellbeing” (198).9 They recount how they issued a Short Warwick Edinburgh Mental
Well-being Scale to their� ve-person bibliotherapy-invested reading group (including
one of their study’s authors), and found that “reading groups are a kind of social
capital, which improve con� dence, self-esteem, connectedness, belonging, and self-
e� cacy and control” (198).

While the above studies are oriented around self-re� ection and/or small scale meth-
odologies, this paper o�ers a comparatively large-scale quantitative and qualitative
study regarding the value of reading and writing poetry to health and wellbeing
during the pandemic. The study was part of the project“Poets Respond to COVID-
19”, funded by the UK Arts and Humanities Research Council between 1 June 2020
and 31 May 2021. One workstream of the project, and the producer of the data for
this study, was the creation and maintenance ofpoetryandcovid.com, an interactive
website (now archived aspoetryandcovidarchive.com,which will be used throughout
this article), dedicated to publishing submissions of English-language poetry related
to COVID-19 from people around the world. Short of a couple of set-up weeks, the
website was live for the life of the project (e� ectively mid-June 2020– mid-June
2021), and, in addition to enabling members of the public to submit their poetry,
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provided a space for comments and discussion of poetry during the pandemic. The site
was moderated by the researchers, with almost all poems submitted uploaded to the
site, though a small number deemed“anti-social” were denied. Just over 100,000
people from 128 countries visited the site, which featured 1000+ poems by 600+
authors (most submitted by the writers themselves, with some submitting poems by
others that addressed pandemics). Additionally, over 60 unsolicited testimonials on
the value of poetry and/or the web-based platform to the public were submitted to
the editors of the website over the year.

In its � nal three months (April– June 2021), the website hosted a survey adapted from
the Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Well-being Scale (WEMWBS). 400 people took part, with
373 completing the WEMWBS, and the quantitative results, supported with over 250
qualitative � nal comments by respondents, show that the writing and reading of
poetry – as well as the website itself– had demonstrable positive impact on participants’
“wellbeing”, and speci� cally those su� ering from “common mental health symptoms”,
such as feelings of isolation and loneliness, as well as those su� ering from grief (see
the Results and Appendix for quantitative survey results).

Moreover, in addition to supporting the health and wellbeing of its participants, the
website informed social and cultural recovery, o�ered an understanding of how poetry
was being used as a mode of discourse during the pandemic, and now provides an
historical archive for how people around the world used English-language poetry to
navigate the crisis. As Acim notes in his aforementioned article, the sharing of
poetry during this time helped “to create what Van Dijk has called a‘Network
Society’ that permits people to get in touch with each other, either emotionally or
intellectually” (2021, p. 71). Thepoetryandcovidarchive.com website performed as just
such a“network society”10, enabling people to be part of an online poetic community
during lockdown, when face-to-face communication was limited. The poetry written
and published on the site was wide-ranging, but repeatedly communicated fear, loss,
isolation, confusion, and loneliness, as well as hope and resilience. It was at times
expressive of graveness (grief, etc.), and at other times humorous, e.g. regarding the
perceived banality of living through lockdown. Our� ndings recognise the value of
poetry therapy in the 2020s to support health and wellbeing, and aims to provide
some of the “robust evidence” called for by Public Health England, whose“Arts for
health and wellbeing: An evaluation framework”was published in 2016; their call for
evaluation still stands as the UK (and governments around the world) continue to
seek new ways to support health and wellbeing needs.11

Research approach and methodology

Research aims and objectives for the project included evaluation of the perceived
e� cacy of poetry in general, and the website in particular, on the health and wellbeing
of its participants. The 1000+ poems submitted via email, and subsequently published
on the poetryandcovidarchive.com website, provided the large-scale raw material for
our qualitative analysis of how the poems supported the health and wellbeing of
their authors (note: in a very few cases, people submitted poems they did not
author themselves, but wanted to share with others, implicitly for positive e� ect).
Additional to this, over 60 comments were received via unsolicited emails to the
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project organisers which further addressed health and wellbeing bene� ts of both the
website and poetry in general.

Towards’s the end of the project, from April to June 2021, on the front page of the
poetryandcovidarchive.com website, we incorporated a banner with a weblink inviting
visitors to the site to take part in a survey. The survey included an amended
Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Well-being Scale (WEMWBS). 400 website visitors took part
in the survey; 373 completed the WEMWBS; and over 250 wrote“� nal comments” in
response to the prompt:“Please provide any� nal comments to let us know what you
think of the Poetry and Covid site overall”. The survey was designed within the Ethics
protocol of the University of Plymouth and supported by SERIO. The most relevant quan-
titative survey results appear below. Further supplemental survey� ndings are documen-
ted in the appendix.

Results

Quantitative analysis of survey data

The key motivators for visiting the website by the 400 surveyed were declared to be to
submit one’s own poetry and to read poetry (75% and 59% respectively), but also“to
learn more about poetry during the ongoing pandemic” (32%) and, attesting to the
lure of being part of a wider community, “to engage with other poets” (31%). When
asked to state what experience was important to them when visiting the website, just
over three quarters (77%) highlighted that reading the poems was important. Publishing
their own poetry (59%) and feeling encouraged to write their own poetry (56%), were also
felt to be important. For just under half (45%) of respondents, it was important to help
them � nd a way to better understand the pandemic.

For most readers, poetry, in general, and thepoetryandcovidarchive.comwebsite, in par-
ticular, was noted to be of considerable value to their wellbeing. Approximately 50% of
respondents found that poetry in general helped ameliorate“feelings of loneliness and/
or isolation” and “feelings of anxiety and/or depression”. The website in particular helped
over 80% to “feel inspired” and “actively express myself”, over 65% to “feel closer to
other people” and to “feel better able to process my feelings about the pandemic”, and
over 50%“to feel less isolated”, “to � nd solace”, and to “feel less bored”. 38% and 34%
respectively, felt that engaging withpoetryandcovidarchive.comhelped them feel “more
relaxed” and “less anxious”, while 24% felt that the website helped them“feel better able
to handle my problems”. 17% of respondents expressed that it helped them to deal with
issues relating to bereavement; 16% their“ongoing mental” health symptoms; and 14%
their ongoing physical health symptoms. These percentages (even the slimmer ones) are
substantial. Writing and reading poetry, as well as engaging with the website (as public plat-
form), had a considerable positive impact on the wellbeing of the participants during the
Covid-19 pandemic.

What e�ect did the Poetry and Covid website have on readers’ wellbeing?

Respondents were asked to indicate if visiting the website had helped them in any way, as per
the below chart, with a broad range of impacts felt. The most commonly felt impacts were
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